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IMAGINiT Technologies Becomes Epic Games Reseller for 

Twinmotion Real-time Immersive Visualization Tools 
 

IMAGINiT Selected as Partner Based on Proven Ability in the North American Architecture, Engineering 
and Construction (AEC) Market  

 
BALTIMORE, MD ― MAY 27, 2020 — Committed to providing best-in-class products and 
services to architects, engineers, and designers, IMAGINiT Technologies today announces 
that it has become Epic Games’ first partner to offer the popular Twinmotion software in the 
United States and Canada. Twinmotion’s 3D visualization technology allows architecture, 

construction, urban planning, and other building professionals, to share designs that have 
been created using many of today’s design tools. 
 
“To build a strong foundation for our North American channel, we searched for an AEC 
industry leader with unrivaled market penetration within the design community,” says Marc 
Petit, General Manager, Unreal Engine at Epic Games. “IMAGINiT has a long history of 
putting the customer first, and a team that always looks for ways to inject innovation that 

helps their customers thrive. We’re confident that IMAGINiT is the perfect partner to help 
show the AEC industry how Twinmotion can disrupt the visualization game in North 
America.”  
 
With Twinmotion, IMAGINiT now offers AEC professionals the ability to instantly transform 
any BIM or CAD model into a vivid experience. With photo-realistic images, panoramas, and 

standard or 360° VR videos, Twinmotion provides AEC professionals an unprecedented 
experience to offer their clients. The software offers compatibility and one-click 
synchronization with most CAD and BIM architectural design packages.  
 
“We’re proud to have earned the trust of a global 3D visualization giant, and are excited 
about bringing this transformative technology to help our AEC customers convert their 

designs into compelling real-time experiences,” says Bill Zavadil, chief operating officer, 
IMAGINiT Technologies. “Twinmotion’s technology creates a new standard for firms by 
enabling the ability to rapidly create a polished vision, catch costly design errors early, and 
virtually communicate the design intent to stakeholders.” 
 
Epic Games’ Unreal Engine, which is internationally acclaimed for its gaming visualizations, 
is the power behind Twinmotion. Twinmotion’s unmatched benefits include: 
 

• The ability to communicate design intention throughout a project  
• Reducing rendering time and effort allowing staff to focus on higher-value tasks 
• An intuitive user interface that doesn’t require visualization expertise.  
• Leveraging Epic Game’s Unreal Engine to produce photo-realistic renderings and 

interactive, immersive VR experiences such as scenes with ambient sounds, photo-

scanned human characters with motion-captured animation, animal characters, and 
even high-resolution plants that move with the wind 
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Pricing  
 
Architects, designers and all building professionals can immediately start enjoying the 

benefits that Twinmotion offers by purchasing through IMAGINiT. To encourage building 
professionals to experience this superior visualization software with minimal risk, for a 
limited time. Epic Games and IMAGINiT are offering Twinmotion at 50% off the perpetual 
license cost and free upgrades to future releases until December 31, 2021.  
 
To learn more about how Twinmotion helps architecture, construction, urban planning, and 
landscaping professionals please join us for an upcoming, complimentary webcast at 1:00 
PM EST on June 2, 2020. Registration is free but required. For purchase information, call 1-
800-356-9050, or visit IMAGINiT.com/Twinmotion.  
 
 
About IMAGINiT Technologies 
IMAGINiT Technologies, a division of Rand Worldwide (OTCBB: RWWI), advances the way 

architects and engineers design, develop, and manage projects. Customers of this leading 
professional services and technology company include organizations in the building, 
infrastructure, manufacturing, and facilities management industries. Organizations of all 
sizes work with IMAGINiT Technologies to gain competitive advantages through expert 
technology consulting, implementation, training, and support services. As one of the world’s 
largest integrators of Autodesk 3D design and engineering software, the team leverages 

unrivaled industry experience to design systems that accelerate innovation while improving 
project quality and profitability.  

Any and all trademarks making reference to or related to Rand Worldwide, IMAGINiT Technologies, ASCENT, or 
IMAGINiT Clarity, are registered and/or owned by Rand Worldwide, Inc., and/or its subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or 

other legal holders. 
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